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Meetings for Worship
CLACTON
Harwich
COLCHESTER
EARLS COLNE
SUDBURY

FIRST CONTACT
FOR FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS
Charles Bather

a shocking way to start our
discernment,but we agreed
that recognising the problem
was an important first step to
(MfS)5thDecember 2020
addressing it. There was somRobert Parkes
bre reflection that it needed to
be stated and,sadly, some inWe were over 130 participants
credulity. Individually we are
meeting online. This included
all on different stages of this
29 young people who uplifted
journey. I sensed it was the
us through their contributions
young Friends present who
expressed not only in words,
were ahead of the curve.
but in pictures and in song their testimony through music, The truth of the matter is that
possibly a first for MfS, deeply our Yearly Meeting has been
struggling to engage with ismoved and enriched us all.
sues of racism for generations.
The main business before us Finally, hopefully, now is the
was a continuation of Re- time for us all to unfetter oursponding to racism: next steps. selves from the shackles of toxBYM Trustees cut to the chase. ic history. In a powerful
Racism exists within the Reli- presentation by Edwina Peart
gious Society of Friends in (BYM’s Inclusion and DiversiBritain. They cited some dis- ty Co-ordinator) we explored
turbing examples. It is some- the ways in which the facts of
thing we must tackle. This was

Meeting for
Sufferings
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our – Quaker - history are
relayed to succeeding generations and the deep feelings
that are created by past injustice. Uncomfortable truths
have been airbrushed away,
words that seem innocuous
enough still have the capacity
to hurt and wounds that go
unacknowledged remain unhealed.
We are all called to commit to
becoming an actively anti-racist church. How can we make
that active commitment to dismantling institutional racism
within
Quakers
and
society?Edwina helped us reflect on the three stages of an
approach to action on racism –
learning, acknowledging, and
acting. And, grounded in our
testimonies, what is going to
be our vision for this

truth, or by discerning an alter- The Society faces some uncernative to the word “overseer”. tainty as we go into 2021.

work?Part of the concluding
minute reads:
“Our testimonies to equality
and truth demand that we engage in a drive towards real
change, turning our declared
intentions into reality. We are
called to commit to becoming
an actively anti-racist church.
Individually we are all on different stages of this journey,
which is based on learning,
moves through acknowledgment and on to commitment to
action based on discernment ...
The time to act is now, personally and in our area meetings.”
We took heart in that momentum
has
been
building,especially over the
last year.
We heard how Friends have
been taking the first steps of
this journey, for example,
through learning about the
darker recesses of our Quaker
past, or by holding special
meetings to acknowledge the

In other business, we heard
more about the moves towards
simplified structures. There is
no easy way forward especially
as the Society, ironically,seems
to have created for itself a veritable cat’s cradle of processes
and structures. BYM, for example, is made up of over 70 separate charities plus recognised
bodies. One Friend opined
“radical solutions should not be
off the table”. MfS, BYM,
Trustees, central committees
and Woodbrooke are working
behind the scenes on our behalf to discern a way forward.
We were directed to the dedicated web pages on simplifying
meetings
https://www.quaker.org.uk/o
ur-organisation/support-formeetings/simpler-meetings.

There will be no physical BYM
gathering in 2021. It was supposed to be a residential at
Bath University. It is now likely to be an event online, over
several week in August.
As usual, a full report of the
meeting and papers can be
found on the dedicated MfS
pages on the Quaker.org website. MfS also gets widely reported in The Friend.

We heard how some meetings
have been hit hard by lockdown with the loss of nearly
all their income and donations.

Snow on Lake

boys who claim to be female
share showers and tents with
Camping Trip Rules
girls on camping trips. The
Robbie Spence
organisation forbids Girl
Guide leaders from telling parAs regular readers will know, ents if boys are in their daughI am concerned about the ters’ showers and tents. This is
transgender issues that have in the name of inclusivity. See
gripped Western societies www.fairplayforwomen.com
around the world since the /guide-leaders-call-for-halt
twenty-teens. I have joined a
group of Gender Concerned The story made national news
Quakers and have been find- in 2018 when Girl Guides exing out more about what has pelled two of their leaders bebeen happening unbeknownst cause they had dared to
to most ordinary Friends.
question the new camping policy:
Girl Guides UK changed its www.thetimes.co.uk/article/g
camping policyin 2017 to let

The Trans Agenda
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irl-guide-leaders-expelledfor-questioning-trans-policy
Less well known, but perhaps
more important for Friends, is
that the same changes to camping policy were adopted by
Quaker London Link Group
around the same time. Their
committee minute 2017/20
states:
Young people boundaries:
Sleeping arrangements [...] All
sleeping areas are single sex at
all times and members of the
opposite sex are not allowed

in others’ sleeping area at bed- trary to Quaker values of truth
and simplicity, of saying that
time.
there is a change of policy and
Changes to:
then not spelling out what it is.
Sleeping arrangements [...] Sepa- It is coded. To the initiated, it
rate sleeping areas will be provid- means “‘boys and girls can’t
ed for males and females, you are sleep together’ changes to ‘males
not allowed in each others’ sleep- and anyone who thinks they are
male and females and anyone
ing area at bedtime.
who thinks they are female can’t
See
sleep together’”. It reminds me
www.londonlinkgroup.org.uk/f of ‘All animals are equal but
iles//YP-boundaries-changesome are more equal than oth2.12.17.pdf
“Updating
our ers’!
Young people boundaries or
booking form so that they don't The more important aspect of all
use contradicting language on this, to my mind, is that Quakers
‘gender’ vs ‘sex’ based sleeping as a whole, whether at Yearly
Meeting or elsewhere, seem to
arrangements.”
have undertaken virtually no disA disturbing aspect of the change cernment around these momenis the linguistic contortions, con- tous gender issues over the last

three years or more. Furthermore, it seems that not enough
care and attention is being paid
to safeguarding girls in the Society of Friends.
I know that lockdown makes
camping policy somewhat irrelevant at present, but still, I would
like to know, what is our Area
Meeting’s safeguarding policy
generally and, more specifically,
what does it say about boys and
girls sleeping together on overnight trips?
PS. If any readers are members
of the Green Party and are reading this before 6 March, please
could you get in touch with me:
roadlesstravelleruk@gmail.com
or 07920 137 934?

It started, Peter Oborne suggests, when the Labour Party
came to power in 1997 beJohn Hall
cause the descriptions of it
had been so distorted and misPeter Oborne, The Assault on
represented by the “venal ToTruth, (Simon & Schuster,
ry-supporting press” that it
London, 2021)
could not rely on the press to
tell the truth. So, it is unsurWhen the Quaker committee
prising that complying with
Truth and Integrity in Public
the ministerial code changed,
Affairs was laid down by
first with the Blair GovernMeeting for Sufferings in
ment over the Iraq war, and
2004, it seemed the right decisubsequently, as some governsion. Although there had
ment ministers of a different
been problems, such as the
political colour became less
Profumo affair in 1963,
careful about telling the truth,
broadly speaking public afbeing “economical with the
fairs were conducted correctactualité” as the government
ly by a Civil Service
dedicated to “integrity, hones- common basis of truth and trade minister Alan Clarke
However,
ty, objectivity and impartiali- how to establish it” as Peter told a court.
Oborne
says,
then
his
descripOborne
warns
that
“treating
ty”, and by politicians who, if
they lied to Parliament, re- tion in this book of current all politicians as liars is a gift
signed as their political careers government ministers’ disre- to ones who are.” He makes a
were at an end. If we accept gard for the truth is seriously point of identifying honest
ministers such as Peter Carthat “Democracy can function disturbing.
rington, Estelle Morris and
only when all sides agree some

The Assault on
Truth
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Sajid Javid all of whom resigned.
This pocket-sized book with only 174 pages of text provides detail of the current Government’s
ministerial falsehoods. Each is
supported by footnotes, some of
which take half a page. While to
my mind he over-emphasises political misinterpretation of opponents policies and statements as
untruths, the enormous range
and frequency of ministerial
falsehood is quite disturbing.
He spends a chapter on describing the large number of times
Boris Johnson was sacked for
inventing journalistic and political lies prior to becoming Prime
Minister, and how he repudiated
the ethics of the “journalistic values at Westminster: fairness, accuracy, scruple, scepticism, fact
checking.” As an example, he
describes how for weeks subsequent to becoming Prime Minister, Johnson and multiple
Government ministers made
false claims about Britain’s
record on testing for Covid-19.
He asserts that despite repeatedly telling falsehoods, Johnson

and his ministers have been able
to remain in office because papers such as the The Sun, The
Times, The Daily and Sunday
Mail, the Daily Telegraph and
the Evening Standard supported
the liars against honest former
ministers such as Dominic
Grieve. In order to gain privileged access and favourable treatment, these papers have become
“a vital though subsidiary part of
the government machine” rather
than the “verifiers of the truth”,
as they used to be. For Government advisers, the truth is whatever a “Downing Street source”
tells a political journalist. This is
not recent news: the lack of
checks on the truth presented by
journalists was well-documented as long ago as 2008 in Nick
Davies’ book, Flat Earth News.

a. the Speakers of the Commons
and the Lords should oblige ministers to correct false statements.
b. ordinary voters with Conservative MPs, should write ask
them to get ministers to correct
lies.
c. if you are a public servant you
should ask for a written instruction before acting on a falsehood.
d. if personally the subject of a
lie, you should sue the minister;
and
e. write to your MP should a
minister attack the judiciary.

Unfortunately, in my case, my
MP believes the Government
can do no wrong and does not
respond to any criticism of them.
So, we need an active external
Peter Oborne’s solution takes source to work towards returnfive forms, some of which are ing democracy to honesty. After
down to each one of us because reading the book you may feel
he says that the parliamentary that the problem needs the disCommittee on Standards in Pub- cernment of a reconstituted
lic Life is asleep. His suggested Truth and Integrity in Public Affairs.
solutions are that

Diary date for March
John Hall
There will be a Zoom Memorial
Meeting for Jacky Hall at 2 p.m. on
Sunday 28th March.
To take part, please sign up at
bit.ly/JackyMemorialMeeting
If you have any problem signing
up, please email Jacky’s daughter at
su@justpractising.com
Sunset

Photo: Julia Usher
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David Tomlinson
Obituary
Diana Naylor
It was with great sadness that
I heard that David had passed
away. Some Friends may not
know him since in recent
years he had been unable to
attend Sunday Meeting for
Worship through ill health.
However he had managed to
come to the
Wednesday
lunchtime Meetings when
they were held and when Tim
Holding produced his wonder-

ful soup each week. Since the
midweek Meeting was half an
hour, David was able to sit for
that length of time. As birthright Quakers he, Tim and
Carol were pupils at the
Friends School Sidcot near
Bristol though he was a few
years older than the Holdings
and I remember him telling
me that his father had been a
conscientious objector during
World War 1. A tall reserved,
gentle, caring man, he followed a career as a social
worker and when he retired he

Report on Glebe
House
Ecky Prolingheuer, Feb ‘21
Glebe House – or to give it its
official title ‘Friends’ Therapeutic Community Trust’ –
has had an ‘interesting time’
(as the Chinese proverb expresses in a slightly menacing
way) in 2020.
Firstly it was, like the rest of
the world, threatened by Covid 19. Right from the beginning of this viral threat Glebe
House staff took measures to
try and keep the 10 young
men they look after safe. Personal protection equipment
was purchased, cleaning routines established and the movement of people into and out of
GH (Glebe House) was kept
to a minimum. Indeed, some
staff were so dedicated to their
‘boys’ (as they call the GH
residents, all young men between the ages of 15 and 18)
that they decided to live at the
Community for weeks on end,
away from their families, in
order to protect their charges

was able to act as deputy warden at the Meeting House.
However,it was as a member
of the Dedham Art Group,
that I got to know him as a
very fine watercolourist taking advantage of the lovely
countryside round Dedham
where he and Peter lived. David showed his work in a
number of local exhibitions
including the Colchester Art
Society. David died at the end
of January and he will be sadly
missed by all who knew him.

and their families. Consequently not one of the young
men has as yet been infected
by the virus.
However, the young residents
found the restrictions very
hard to bear. They are usually
allowed off the GH premises
at least once a week, e.g. to go
shopping in Haverhill or go
out on little excursions, at all
times accompanied by staff,
but found themselves housebound to the Community
grounds for months. This resulted in more than the usual
incidents of flaring tempers,
destructive behaviours like
breaking of windows or doors
and/or refusals to abide by the
established rules. That was
particularly hard for the staff
because they were reduced in
numbers as some of them who
commuted to work either got
the infection or had to quarantine at home because they had
contact with an infected person. However, GH staff dealt
with these situations admirably, and they all spent many
additional hours working to
6

cover those absent. Unsurprisingly, both the young men
and staff wait with some desperation for things to return
to normal, whatever that ‘normal’ might turn out to be.
The other important development concerns the set-up of
the Trust itself. For a number
of years the trust had spent
more than its income justified.
However, about 3 years ago
trustees made a firm decision
to change the financial fortunes for the better, aided by a
new financial director.
It
meant drastically increasing
the fees for the young men,
which thankfully did not dent
the interest of those seeking to
place offenders with us.
While GH had made some attempt at education for quite a
few years we set up a proper
school for the residents, with
a head teacher and her teaching staff, und supervised by
Ofsted. This is an addition to
the placement of the young
men which most other similar
institutions don’t offer. So is
the provision of ‘Circles of

Responsibility’ which helps
Glebe House leavers to negotiate the first year living on their
own after leaving the Community. Our AM has been instrumental in setting this up by
financing staff to organize and
supervise such Circles, something which is still remembered
and appreciated by Senior staff.
All of this has led to our first,
albeit small, surplus at this
year’s end.
In September our Director left
the Community after 30 years
of exceptional service to Glebe
House. Two experienced and
able members of the staff team
are currently sharing the role of

Chief Operating Officer, and
the Board is in the process of
considering which way of leading the Trust is the most advantages for the foreseeable future.
Trustees are also looking at a
new strategic plan for the future
of the Trust, which may lead to
changes in the ages of GH clients, and whether and how we
make ourselves better known to
those agencies and institutions
which have an interest in the
kind of clients we serve.

trustees we decided 18 months
ago that we would allow nonQuakers to become trustees as
long as there is always a Quaker
majority on the Board. We have
recently accepted our first nonQuaker trustees whose experience and knowledge in the fields
of therapy, finance and/or other
aspects of trusteeship are already bearing fruit in taking the
Community and Trust forward.

Traditionally trustees of Glebe
House have had to be Quakers –
GH was set up by a Quaker 55
years ago and remains affiliated
to the Society of Friends – but as

ple who believe differently.
Beliefs actually have quite a
deep, emotional basis. I would
Melody Brooks
never have let my mind question my beliefs if it wasn’t for
As I read in my latest ‘Time’ me wanting to leave my unmagazine about a 22 year old happy marriage. Leaving that
woman who was part of the sense of belonging and certainmob who stormed the Capitol ty behind was incredibly painon 6th January, I felt sad that ful.
she might be labelled a terrorist for the rest of her life. At I’m all too aware of the vulnerthat age I was still a Jehovah’s ability of my mind these days
Witness and, like her, if I and don’t click on the links to
thought God and my religion conspiracy theories that my
wanted me to do something, I Facebook friend posts regularwould do it wholeheartedly. ly. He hardly ever gets any
Luckily my beliefs never re- ‘likes’ and if he ever does get a
quired me to hurt anyone else comment it’s often quite vior go against the law but be- cious. I know he finds it painliefs are powerful things. Our ful
that
people
aren’t
human brains are not as logi- ‘open-minded’ enough to encal as we would like to think gage with the ‘facts’ he beand once we have signed up to lieves so fervently. Apart from
a belief, be it political, moral an increasingly strong sense of
or religious, we can be quite belonging among his online
adverse to engaging with peo- like-minded groups he seems

Belief and
Judgement
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to be isolating himself from
his former friends. This lack
of engagement and understanding as people split off to
find belonging in small subsections of society is becoming a
big problem but those individual people are not evil. Knowing the ‘truth’ that only a few
people know can be so compelling in this uncertain world
and we’re all a bit more likely
to cling to beliefs when we’re
feeling vulnerable.
I feel a bit ashamed of my 20
year old self and the way I
‘knew’ the truth but also am
very grateful to those individuals and teachers who, although
they didn’t like or understand
my beliefs, treated me with
care and value as a fellow human being. I hope to do the
same to others.

pects of the life of our meeting
are seen to be ‘on hold’. We
look forward to a time when
February 2021
we can get together and act
collectively again, to make full
Jenny Kay, clerk
Arrangements for hire by com- use of our Meeting House to
munity groups proved too difWe have read Quaker Faith and ficult to manage. A grant of our benefit and to that of the
Practice (Fifth edition) 4.33. £5,000 through Braintree local community.
From March until August 2020 Council has mitigated the loss
the Meeting House remained of income. We thank Jayne
closed. When possible, it was Meleschko for her service as
prepared for use under Covid treasurer over the last three
19 regulations. We took the years and seek new arrangeopportunity to clear all non- ments for managing future hiressential and un-claimed arti- ings with John Kay as
cles by donating and recycling treasurer.
them. When restrictions were
lifted Meetings for Worship We have each found ways of
were held from August until nurturing our spiritual lives
the end of the year when by and keeping in touch. All as-

Earls Colne report
to Area Meeting

consent Meetings ceased. Maintenance work, building checks
and cleaning were carried out
as required.

Plant pot after the freeze
Photo by John Hall

family life struggling with the
most appropriate ways to face
up to the subject of dying
John Lewis
when the patient in front of
you is at one of the fluctuating
On a fine February morning levels of dementia. Older parabout 60 gathered virtually ticipants will already have
(Microsoft Team, not Zoom), moved on from the convento talk through the challenges tions of family life when I was
of living amongst those who young – such things were simsuffer from dementia and are ply not discussed.
towards the end of their lives.
I am not at home in computer We did not discuss this last
meetings.. The technicalities point specifically. Why is it so
cause difficulty to some partic- important to discuss dying
ipants, which interferes with with the patient ? This alone
the flow of discussion: undis- is a whole subject area. When
ciplined interruptions are a talk about dying might be
more damaging than in real useful, when there is no need
life. There is a considerable to open the subject, Either
burden on the chair, and so on. way, those around the patient
But it is better than nothing – certainly need to be prepared
it is all we have at this time.
for the conversation.

End of life and
Dementia

merged into technical and
practical skills. She was a professional, backed by specialists and a team.

A contrasting set of skills, but
equally admirable, was displayed by the young woman
who cared for a relative. In
her case she had the training
and the wits to seek help when
she was having difficulty and
assembled an ad hoc group of
other skills to support her.
This last lesson was perhaps a
simple one we can all carry
away. The stresses of living
and caring for the elderly with
dementia are rarely easily handled by one person; but help
is around, other skills are available. The principle carer must
be looked after and sometimes
the best decision of a carer will
The subject itself is really a I was impressed by the speak- be to sit down and ask themgroup of interlocking subjects, er who had worked as a nurse selves where their supporters
not a neat academic set, and for many years in a hospice. are.
the morning was spent on the The depth and breadth of hupersonal experiences of some man understanding acquired This was not a gathering to
who have spent a career or a by such people has to be pass neat resolutions. For
8

those who already are involved in end of life care for
those with dementia, this was
a mutual support group who
will doubtless meet again in
person. For others it was a
reminder of the support

Donald and Audrey
Hind
Testimony to the Grace of
God in the lives of Donald
and Audrey Hind
Rod Usher
Audrey Hind died in 2019;
Donald Hind died in August
2020
Donald and Audrey Hind
married in 1956; they were
both working in London:
Donald was a fully qualified
accountant and Audrey a registered nurse, working at St
Bartholomew’s Hospital. At
that time their home was in
Watford and they were members of the Baptist Church.
Twenty years later, and after
having their family of a son
and daughter, Donald’s work
was relocated to Clacton on
Sea in the mid -1970s. At this
time they both became associated with the Society of
Friends and became Members
of Clacton Meeting in 1978.
As well as his professional
commitments Donald supported a range of organisations, including Tendring
Voluntary Services and offered his services to local
Quaker meetings and national
Quaker Organisations. His
professional experience was
admired by Friends, who
were indebted to him for over
40 years. Donald oversaw the
accounts to several local Meet-

which is available at a challeng- may be others who wish to
send a note to the Newsletter.
ing time.
Thanks are due to those who Thank you all.
circulated notice of the gathering. I noticed at least two
other Friends present so there

ings, and assisted in consolidating all SE Anglia Area
Meeting Accounts when that
important change was introduced. In addition his experience recognised that a
simplification of the many
trust accounts within the Area
Meeting was necessary. His
sympathetic advice to many
amateur Meeting Treasurers
was appreciated by all Quakers and Trustees in the Area.
Donald and Audrey were active members of Clacton Meeting until they moved to live on
the seafront at Dovercourt. As
well as maintaining their membership and attending Clacton
several times each month, they
were instrumental in founding Harwich Quaker Meeting,
initially in their own home
and eventually in a church hall.
Both Audrey and Donald
maintained their interest in a
wide range of cultural interests, locally and in London.
As Donald’s sight began to fail
Audrey drove them to local
and Area Meetings; eventually
she too had to stop driving.
Throughout their Membership of the Society Donald
and Audrey upheld their
Meetings, were unstinting
with the time and commitment it demanded and were
generous to Friends and the
Society as a whole. We record
in thankfulness the power of
divine grace in their lives.
9

Audrey Hind at Pendle Hill

Donald Hind with Clacton Friends

Clacton Meeting
report to Area
Meeting
February 2021
Liz Prockter
We look forward to being together again in Meeting for
Worship. When permitted regular Sunday Meetings for Worship were held every Sunday.
Advices and Queries and Quaker Faith and Practice have been
read at Meetings.
First
Wednesday Meetings and the

Spirituality group have not We have tried to maintain contact with our Members and Atmet since March.
tenders by email, telephone
Quaker Faith and Practice 4.33 and conversations across garhas been read. No Business dens. Sadly there have been
Meetings have been held. We several deaths during the year.
are thankful to Martin for continuing with the repairs recom- We look forward to being tomended in the quinquennial gether again in Meeting for
report, as agreed in the previ- Worship.
ous year and the regular cleaning has been maintained. The
financial needs of the Meeting
have been met.
We are
pleased to continue to have the
flat tenant. There have been no
hire of rooms since March.

Notes from the
Minutes

chester Meeting House is
open.

Area Meeting 14.02.2021

We welcomed John Greenwood of Colchester Meeting
into membership along with
Ros Thomas who has transferred back to our Area Meeting from
Ipswich and
Woodbridge. Ros is still living
in Rendelsham but has been
attending our AM zoom meetings regularly and intends to
move back to Colchester in
the future.

Jenny Kay
Twenty five Friends and Attenders, representing Clacton,
Colchester and Earls Colne
gathered on Zoo
Membership
We recorded with sadness the
death of Jacky Hall of Clacton
Meeting on Sunday January
10th 2021. A private cremation has taken place and a Memorial Meeting for Worship
on Zoom is planned for 28
March. We also recorded the
death of David Tomlinson,
member of Colchester Meeting, also from Covid 19
caught in Colchester Hospital
following a fall at home. Diana Naylor has written a report of his life which appears
in this Newsletter.

In the Tabular Statement for
2020 we recorded a minor reduction in our membership
from 121 to 115 with 37 regular attenders and 6 children.
The numbers in Local Meetings are as follows: Clacton:
17 members and 5 attenders;
Colchester: 72 members, one
sojourning member, 19 attenders and 6 children; Earls
Colne:12 members and 1 attender; Harwich: 7 members
and 4 attenders; Sudbury: 7
members and 8 attenders.

ings. Adult numbers are very
similar to the mid 1800s, the
peak being 1955.
Appointments
We thanked John Hall for his
service as Newsletter editor
during 2020 and appointed
Becky Hallewell.
In May I complete my service
on Nominations Committee,
As the last remaining member
this means that no further appointments can be made in the
way defined by Qf&P. AM
now relies on the agreed assistance of Colchester Nominations Committee to bring
forward names to AM for
appointment. Di Naylor is
appointed to be the alternate
friend to attend Meeting for
Sufferings from October 2021
to support Robert Parkes in
his role.

Charles Bather was appointed
for a further term to the AM
Funeral Committee until the
A testimony to the lives of
end of April 2024, joined by
Donald and Audrey Hind has
been written by Rod Usher. Robert Parkes explained the the appointments of Rod UshThis report along with others national scene which had been er and Melanie Read. While
will be put in the SEAQM explored at Meeting for Suffer- they all come from Colchester
Meeting they will assist
Book of Memorials when Col10

Friends in all our meetings with
funeral matters.

House from Ecky Prolingheuer
were heard.

Temporary arrangements have
been put in place for the work of
the Contributions Secretary and
Membership Clerk to be carried
out by Chris Samuel and Anne
Watkinson. A third member of
the Clerking team to deal solely
with membership matters is
needed. The work of the archivist is to be covered by clerks
with the help Ros Thomas.

We remembered with thanks our
financial support to the development of Circles of Support and
the contributions of Honor
Chamberlain and Helen Lewis
which led to this.

Pastoral Friends
Julia Usher spoke to the request
from Colchester Meeting Elders
and Overseers to rename our
overseers as Pastoral Friends.
Deep, thoughtful discernment
followed the contribution by
John Hall on the Quaker history
and use of the word ‘overseer’. It
was clear that the re-naming to
‘pastoral friend’ was acceptable
to the meeting.

Data protection policy
A copy of the Data Protection
Policy will be available on the
SEAQM website and in our
Meeting Houses as soon as they
are open.
The future of our Area
Meeting.

region, particularly renewing
Friendships which date from the
existence of General and Regional meeting times.
We revisited the purpose of Area
meetings and consider that the
following areas need to be
thought through:
The spiritual aspects of all our
Quaker meetings.
The need to develop a sense of
belonging, especially in our local
meetings and the provision of
joint activities e.g. conferences,
discussion and presentations.

To ensure that the necessary busiContributions from Anne Wat- ness of the area is continued but
kinson and Ecky Prolingheuer as simply as possible: defining
in the February newsletter drew roles, use of documentation, usour attention to the plight of our ing experts and employees.
Area Meeting. The attendance at
this meeting showed our con- Not letting financial matters
cern. The following is quoted predominate.
from the minute:
We agree to representatives of
Reports
We need to think strategically our Area meeting continuing dialogue with the regional Area
The annual reports of the activi- and not just repeat what has alMeetings and to meeting in mid
ties of our Area and Local meet- ways been done. Quakers are
April
to revisit these matters.
ings were received and appear open to change. We welcome the
separately in the Newsletter. idea of a workshop led by a Thanks to our clerks and to eve(Earls Colne appeared in the member of Woodbrooke staff, ryone who participated, we have
February edition.) The Meeting about the work of Trustees and some helpful minutes that will
for Sufferings reports by Robert suggest this be open to a wider hopefully support us through
Parkes (printed separately) and a group. We welcome the in- difficult times and form the basis
report on the work of Glebe creased contact now taking place for discerning a way forward.
between Area Meetings in our

About Friends
John Kay
I found an archived page on the BBC
website which described various religions. I felt that the part which described Quakers was particularly
interesting and in the main quite accurate. If you want to see the original
you will find it at:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/reli
gions/christianity/subdivisions/qua
kers_1.shtml
I thought that it would be useful if I
could print it out as a pamphlet for
the benefit of those Friends who
were unable to use the internet. If
anyone would like a copy I’ll be
happy to send post one to them. Just
email me at: gen@millrind.co.uk
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and certificates for transfer of
membership are in hand but
records have been largely inacThe right ordering of meetings cessible owing to the shutdowns
for 2020
for church affairs within each of Colchester meeting house
based on Qf&P 4.10
meeting has similarly been se- where they are kept.
verely curtailed. Telephone has
Anne Watkinson
been used to keep Friends in The trustees have been able to
Meetings for worship were held touch and Colchester held Local ensure the care of our property,
in our 5 constituent meetings meetings for Worship for busi- including the appropriate application of capital and income.
were held as previously until the ness on Zoom
Our financial resources and
pandemic of Covid19 cased a
Responsibilities
have
been
fulmaintenance of accounts, includtotal shut down of building at
filled
to
the
bare
minimum
to
ing those of its committees and
the end of March. Sadly, Harits constituent meetings, for
wich Local meeting has not met ensure continuity.
since. During April and May Eldership and oversight has been 2019 have been audited, aptrustees and a committee of rep- difficult; the level and nature of proved and accepted by the AM
resentative members of Colches- pastoral care in the area meeting and sent to Companies House.
ter Local meeting worked hard has largely been jointly held by The accounts for 2020 are up to
date.
to produce risk assessments and members.
guidance on reopening meetings.
When this was legally allowed in Advices and queries has been Deaths of members of the area
July, Sudbury Meeting restarted used on many occasions jointly meeting have been reported, the
using government guidance on and by individuals to support provision of advice on funerals
sanitary and social distancing our worship and personal spirit- available but it has been difficult
procedures. Colchester and Clac- ual needs. A study group was to appoint Friends to be responton Meeting Houses reopened held on line using Chapter 19 as sible for the arrangement of funerals.
for worship in August and Earls its source.
Colne members had several
Our burial grounds have been
meetings in the grounds before The maintenance and revision of cared for but more needs to be
reopening. Further closure was its official register of members done. There have been no marnecessary in November, no fur- and its list of attenders and chil- riages this year but a registering
ther meetings were held in our dren not in membership associat- officer is appointed.
ed with its several meetings for
Meeting Houses in 2020.
worship has been maintained al- Libraries in local meetings have
From May, an area wide virtual though access to the records in been largely covered to prevent
Meeting for worship was made Colchester Meeting house has use because of the pandemic.
available on line through soft- been curtailed. The published
ware called Zoom, which proved list of members, attenders and We have no chaplain at the unisurprisingly successful, even ena- children not in membership has versity this year.
bling some members unable to not been revised this year, but
leave their home to join in wor- the annual tabular statement has We have officers who are concerned with safeguarding issues.
ship. This facility hopefully will been completed.
Accessibility for some of our
continue after we are able to remeeting houses needs to be imThe
arrangements
for
forwardturn to more normal meetings
by installing appropriate hard- ing notices of change of address proved.

S.E.Anglia Annual
Report

ware in Colchester Meeting
House
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